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 This article contains information on engineering practice of determining 

transmission capacity of computer network line. The article presents a variant 

of engineering synthesis of computer network, which is a combined process 

of mathematical and heuristic methods combining. The engineering synthesis 

is offered as vector and global, because it must result in network 

development, optimal in terms of its practical use. All the significant network 

quality indicators, including economic and practical, are taken into 

consideration. In case of engineering synthesis, it is not possible that only 

one quality indicator is significant: there are always at least two significant 

indicators – a cost and an indicator that characterizes the main effect that is 

achieved in case of network use (efficacy). If at least one of the quality 

indicators significant for practical use is not taken into account, such network 

cannot be considered optimal. Computer network synthesis usually consists 

of structure synthesis, parameters optimization and discrete network 

selection. If network topology is maintained unchanged, it is possible to 

formulate an optimization task for line transmission capacity. The solution of 

transmission capacity task, which is constantly changing, may be chosen as a 

starting point for the selection of discrete indicator of transmission capacity.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

One of the most important tasks in communication network optimization is the estimation of main 

indicators, which characterize its quality. They can be called external or baseline parameters. Let's mark these 

parameters as a1, a2,.., an. They include, for example, transferred information delay Per, error possibility 

during discrete messages transmission, Δtm mean time to failure, and C cost. Based on engineering task 

conditions, the values of some a1, a2 ,.., an parameters must be fixed, while others can be modified within 

certain limitations during the engineering process. Let say that a1, a2,.., an is an external modified parameter 

[1-3]. 

Let's consider the impact of monotonous increase of one of these parameters on the network quality, 

for example, an under other equal conditions, i.e. permanent network operating conditions and permanent 

values of all other parameters. It is obvious that only one of the following cases is possible, when ai increase 

causes system quality to: 

- improve; 

- worsen; 
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- remain unchanged; 

- change not monotonously. 

At this stage of engineering it is not possible to establish the dependency character of network 

quality from аi parameter values [4, 5]. 

It is obvious that in the third case parameter ai does not affect the network quality and may be even 

omitted in the process of engineering. In the future, if during monotonous increase parameter ai gains the 

value of the first or second case, this parameter is called network quality indicator and is marked as ki. In all 

the other cases ai does not belong to the class of quality indicators and is called simply modified network 

parameter [4]. 

Therefore, ki (i=1,2,…,m) network quality indicator is the numerical network characteristic which is 

related to its quality be means of strict monotonous dependency – the more (the less) the ki value is, the better 

the network is in case of other equal conditions. 

In general, we may say, even without analyzing the network's activity, which external variable 

parameters in case of pre-set baseline data can be considered as quality indicators (for example, error 

possibility, delay, transmission capacity, reliability, and cost). On the contrary, the number of transit nodes 

and the number of network users do not belong to quality indicators [5-7]. 

In order to define if this ai indicator can be considered a quality indicator, the impact of this 

indicator on the system quality is taken into consideration in case of other equal conditions, in particular, in 

saving all the other network indicators [6]. 

Even in case of such indicator as C cost, we are not able to affirm that "the less the cost is, the better 

the system is", as a cost decrease may cause the deterioration of such most important quality indicators as 

error possibility and delay. The introduction of k1,…,km quality indicators allows the exclusion of 

undoubtedly worse network creation variants during the process of engineering, due to this fact it is not only 

possible to avoid acceptance of undoubtedly worse solution, but also frequently to facilitate and speed up the 

finding of optimal (better) solution [1, 6]. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

The cumulative amount of all D={D1,…,Dn} baseline data can be divided into three subgroups: 

- total amount of several Y={Y1,…,Yn} conditions; 

- total amount of Os={Os1,…,OsQ} limitations per structure and planned network parameters;  

- composition of the total amount (vectors) of K=<k1,…,km> network quality indicators; 

- total amount of Ok={OK1,…,OKR} limitations, which are imposed on quality indicators. 

The S network creation variant, which complies with the total amount of S{Y, O} baseline data, shall 

be called acceptable. In this case not only one acceptable network may exist, but some set of acceptable Mn 

networks. The acceptable network, which complies with the total amount of Ok limitations, is called strictly 

acceptable. In other words, strictly acceptable network is the network, which complies with all the total 

amount of D={Y,Os,Ok}. Not only one strictly acceptable network may exist, but some set of strictly 

acceptable Mm networks. Of all the strictly acceptable networks Sopt the network, which has the best (out of 

the pre-established) vector value of K quality indicators, is considered to be optimal (the best). Hence, in 

order to choose the optimal network, an advantage criterion is pre-selected (justified), and, as a rule, one K 

vector value is considered to be better than its other value. 

Not long ago, the search of non-optional optimal network was not in priority: the engineering task 

was considered to be successfully solved, if any strictly acceptable network was found (designed). However, 

in recent years the task to design not only strictly acceptable, but also optimal networks becomes more 

relevant. This is due to the fact that every year the requirements to informational communication networks 

increase. That's why not only the compliance with the Ok baseline requirements, which are applied to the 

system quality indicators, is significant, but also the improvement of these indicators. 

Frequently the search of optimal network is called network synthesis [8, 9]. 

Synthesis task may be defined as: to find such network, which complies with the total amount of 

{Y,Os,Ck,Ok} baseline data and has the best K=<k1,…,km> quality indicators values, which are treated as pre-

established advantage criterion (network optimality criterion). 

Let's define a combining process of mathematical and heuristic methods as engineering synthesis. 

Complex system synthesis usually has to be vector. 

Vector synthesis is the synthesis which takes into account several quality indicators, i.e. by the 

vector value of K=<k1,…,km> quality indicators. Vector synthesis is also defined as vector optimization, 

optimization by vector criterion or multi-criteria optimization. In contrast to this, synthesis, which is 

performed with the use of single (m=1) quality indicator, is called scalar. 

Global synthesis is the synthesis which takes into account all the significant quality indicators, 

including economical and practical. It the synthesis takes into account not all the significant quality 
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indicators, it is called partial. It is easy to assure that engineering synthesis has to be vector or global due to 

the following considerations. Engineering synthesis results in network development, which is considered to 

be optimal in terms of its practical use. Therefore, in the process of this synthesis all the significant quality 

indicators are taken into consideration. If at least one of the significant quality indicators in terms of practical 

use is not taken into account, such network cannot be considered optimal. 

Hence, an engineering synthesis always has to be global. In case of engineering synthesis, it is not 

possible that only one quality indicator is significant: there are always at least two significant indicators – C 

cost and an indicator, which characterizes the main effect that is achieved in case of network use (efficacy). 

In practice the amount of significant quality indicators is more than two. This results in the fact that global 

synthesis, and therefore the engineering synthesis, is always vector [7-11]. 

In case of mathematical synthesis on the contrary to engineering synthesis, in order to make 

mathematical task solution possible or to simplify it, sometimes some significant indicators are not taken into 

account, for example, economical (quantitative) and practical indicators. Therefore, mathematical synthesis 

can be both global and partial. 

Synthesis of communication system or devices usually contains solution of such main tasks: 

- optimal network (system) structure synthesis; 

- selection of optimal network parameter values, for example, transferred information delay, 

authenticity, minimal amount of managing information in the management system, which provides the pre-

established accuracy of managed network parameters etc., or parameter optimization; 

- selection of optimal variant of network (system) creation from the definite amount of N of 

completely defined S1,S2,..,SN variants or discrete network (system) selection. 

Therefore, the synthesis of informational communication network usually consists of structure 

synthesis, optimization parameters and discrete network selection. 

If network topology is maintained unchanged, it is possible to formulate an optimization task for 

system transmission capacity and line transmission capacity [12, 13]. 

There are some of analytical methods to solve this problem. But there are some of heuristic 

methods, which are more effective as shown [14, 15]. 

We will imply the system transmission capacity, in which the call flow enters, such us the 

magnitude of the load that can enter this system while support a set quality of service, that is, a set amount of 

loss. Some does not imply by the system transmission capacity like the received traffic, which can be served 

with the required quality, but the traffic passed through into the system. The numerical difference between 

these definitions is insignificant in the field low-losses. In the region of large admissible losses, transmission 

capacity at the first definition can considerably increase than by the second. From the position of the 

convenience of calculations, the first definition is more convenient [16]. 

The system transmission capacity depends on many factors. It is a function of the capacity of the 

beams, of losses, of the class of calls flow, depends on the structure of the switching system, on the scheme 

of combining the outputs of switching devices, and also is a function of the law of time distribution and 

quality of service. 

Each of these factors has a different impact on transmission capacity, and may, by-turn, have a 

rather complex structure, which is characterized by a number of parameters. The rate of loss can be set not 

only as a whole, but also separately for each direction of transmission or for certain categories of subscribers. 

An increase the allowable loss rate leads results to an increase in capacity because of a deterioration of the 

communication quality [17-19]. 

The call flow can be a simple flow. In this case it is characterized by one number - the mathematical 

expectation of the calls number per unit time. Or it could be the Palm`s flow, which is characterized by the 

distribution function of intervals between calls, the number of call sources and the flow`s parameter which is 

generated by each source. The distribution of service time can be exponential distribution of a constant value, 

the Erlang's law. 

Service quality can be defined in different ways. In a waiting system, calls can be serviced in the 

order of receipt, in a random order, in the inverse order of receipt, with different types of priorities. In a lossy 

system, the quality of service can consist in successive passing of a call from one stage to another, if there is 

a conditional search through several stages, at the existence of a certain cyclic or random order of fill of lines. 

Quality of service may vary with the passage of time depending on the circumstances [20-22]. 

The structure of the dial-up system is also characterized by a large number of parameters: the 

number of cascades, the connectivity, the construction and methods of communication between different 

switchboards, blockade, etc. 

In this regard, it is looks much simpler for line. Too high line transmission capacity requires 

additional costs, and too low line transmission capacity leads to overloads and message delay. But in 

practice, line transmission capacity cannot be modified without any limitations. It is selected from the 
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discrete set. However, the solution of the task with the transmission capacity, which constantly changes, 

provides interesting results and can serve as a starting point for the selection of transmission capacity discrete 

value.  

The simplest ratio for (D) full cost and line characteristics is linear and looks like [7]: 

10е і iD D d= +   ,                                                                                                                         (1) 

where: De – is the money amount left after the payment for net line transmission capacity; 

di – cost coefficient for і – that line; 

λi – line traffic intensity. 

di values are not identical, as lines have different length. 

In order to get a simple expression for (T) delay time due to Ci transmission capacity, it is necessary 

to perform a number of simplified actions: to accept that message lengths have exponential allocation, and 

the moments of their occurrence in each node create Poisson point process [23]. These assumptions make all 

the tasks related to queues independent. Not taking into account such a big simplification of the task, 

therefore the defined T is agreed with the result of a more accurate modelling in a vast range of traffic 

intensity. 

The average delay for і – that (Ti) line is considered to be the time of waiting in queue: 

1
i

i i

T
C 

=
−

,                                                                                                                                 (2) 

where: Ci – the transmission capacity of і – that line, λi – line package traffic intensity, and (1/µ) – 

average package length in bits. 

In order to gain the average value of all the processes with queues, Ti values are narrowed using the 

(λi/γ) ratio, where γ is a cumulative speed of message receipt. Therefore, the cumulative delay of all the 

packages within 1 second of ∑  (𝑖 𝜆𝑖 ∙ 𝑇𝑖) network operation is divided into the total quantity of packages, 

which are transmitted through the network in 1 second. 

(T) - average delay in this case is defined by the expression: 
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a similar average value for the number of this package transmission through some line during its transit 

movements is defined through �̅� and by the ratio: 
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The expression for T can be clarified in case of adding the members, which take into account 

message processing time and line transmission time. 

Transmission capacities, which minimize the delay in case of permanent line cost are defined by 

method of Lagrange multipliers and are pre-established by equations: 
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,                                                                                                                       (4) 

where De is defined by expression: 

i i
e

d
D D




= − ,                                                                                                                                    (5) 

(λi/µ) value is the line transmission capacity in relation to traffic transfer through і – that line in saturation 

mode (net transmission capacity), in this case the right item in the right part (5) can be considered as 
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additional transmission capacity, added by this line. Net transmission capacity leads to full Σ(λidi)/µ cost in a 

way that De in equation (1) is the money amount left after the payment for net transmission capacity. 

Equation (4) is called "Square root law in case of additional transmission capacity allocation", since 

it shows that the given transmission capacity must be allocated proportionally to the square root from the 

traffic intensity in the line. The value of effective transit delay in case of transmission through lines with 

transmission capacity, which is pre-established by the equation (5), is defined as: 

2

i i
opt

ie

n d
T

D



 

 
=   

 
 .                                                                                                                   (6) 

In this expression λ defines the amount of traffic intensity in all the lines. Since  �̅� denotes the 

average number of transit lines, which pass through the package, this expression simply and clearly depends 

from package transmission time and the amount of such transmissions. Average transit time, as can be 

observed, is inversely proportional to De money amount left after the payment for net transmission capacities 

of all lines. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Consider an example of network which topology is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of 6 lines with 

different physical standards. Each segment of this network has its own length and characteristics. 

Transmission capacities and delay were calculated (formulas 4 and 6 accordingly) for each network segment. 

The results are presented in the form of a diagram in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The example of a network which consisting segments of different physical standards  

 

These diagrams allow analyzing the influence of the considered characteristics of each segment on 

the network as a whole. As can be seen from the diagram in Fig. 1, line 1 has the greatest effect on the 

transmission capacities of the entire network (about 30%). Also, it has the lowest delay value - 5%. Line 5 

has the worst estimated figures. It has the greatest delay value in relation to the delay along the entire line. 
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Let's explore a practical implementation of two more engineering practices of communication line 

(channel) selection by pre-established parameters, which allows the simplification and facilitation of 

configuration selection task and interconnecting line (channel) type between different network lines [24, 25]. 

They are the following practices: 

- the practice of interconnecting line assessment taking into account its configuration and cost; 

- the practice of interconnecting line selection taking into account its transmission capacity and cost. 

 
 

Figure 2. Diagram of calculated values for the transmission capacity of each line of discussed network  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Diagram of calculated values for the average delay of each line of discussed network 

 

The first practice provides an opportunity to select a line by pre-established values of its cost and 

message transmission authenticity on the basis of the input of its configuration data, separate line components 

cost and error possibility, which are caused by these components. 

As known, almost any interconnecting line information can be presented in the form of cumulative 

amount of consistent and parallel connections of separate sections of interconnecting line, which have its own 

cost and possibility of error occurrence. 

This forms the base of the given practice. 

Let's consider the program listing of the proposed practice. 

The program is written in Prolog language [26]. In the first program section (domains) the proposed 

user "language" is defined. 
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cable   single line element (cable) 

seq(a,b)  consistent connection of some a and b structures 

par(a,b)  parallel connection of two structures 

 

With the launch of the program, at first the existing resources database is downloaded, model.dat, 

which has, for example, a following form: 
% cable_name, interference_possibility, cost 

cable ("twisted pair", 0.3,0.09) 

cable ("coaxial", 0.08,0.4) 

cable ("fiber optic",0.001,4) 

 

Then the program, using an integrated semantic analyzer Prolog'а, enables the user to input by 

means of keyboard a line structure (par(par(cable, cable),cable),cable). 

Further the process predicate, depending on user input, activates the install predicate (output of all 

possible solutions) or list filter predicate (output of solutions with filtration according to established criteria). 

Both install and list filter predicates launch solution predicate until Prolog-system, based on existing facts, 

still can find solutions and show them on the screen. 

Let's consider solution predicate structure. 

 

solution(cable,NAME,P,COST):  in case of a singe cable, 

cable(NAME,P,COST)   find the appropriate value in the database 

solution(seq(A,B),NAME,P,COST): in case of consistent А and В connection, 

then: 

solution(A,NAME1,P1,COST1),  1. find solution for А; 

solution(B,NAME2,P2,COST2),  2. find solution for В; 
concat(NAME1,"-",STR), 
concat(STR,NAME2,NAME), 

P=P1+P2,     3. sum up the possibility of failure; 

COST=COST1+COST2.    4. sum up the costs. 

solution(par(A,B),NAME,P,COST): in case of parallel А and В connection, 

solution(A,NAME1,P1,COST1)  1. find solution for А; 

solution(B,NAME2,P2,COST2),  2. find solution for В; 
concat(NAME1,"-",STR) 
concat(STR,NAME2,NAME), 

P=P1*P2,     3. multiply error possibility 

COST=COST1+COST2.    4. sum up the cost. 

 

The second practice provides an opportunity to gain cost configuration and line transmission 

capacity according to the established information volume, that is transmitted, and acceptable authentic 

information. 

This practice is implemented by means of a program, which provides automatic generation of all the 

possible configuration variants by several criteria (cost, transmission capacity and authenticity). 

The program is written in Prolog language. 

Straight after the launch, the program establishes the initial value of "variables" and downloads the 

database of assistant materials. 

Further the program shows the user a request for the necessary line (channel) parameters – volume 

of data array, maximal acceptable time of its transmission, necessary authenticity. After that a smodel.rep file 

is opened for the output of the reporting information on all of the found solutions, and gensol predicate is 

launched as many times, as it is possible in case of the established system parameters and current database 

contents. After gensol predicate launch, several solution variants are shown on the screen which comply the 

most with the following criteria: 

1. Information array transmission in the established time, by the volume closest to the necessary. 

2. The least amount of separate communication lines. 

3. The smallest cost of communication line rent. 

Gensol predicate, during its launch, activates solution predicate and then outputs the found solutions 

into the report file. 

Let's consider solution predicate structure of this program in detail. 

 
solution(X,X,A,_,0,0):-A<=0,!.  
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if previously found configuration can perform the transmission in the 

necessary amount of time or less, then all 

solution(INL,OUTL,TOTAL,TIME,SEND,OUTPR): in the other case: 

channel(CHN,BPS,PR1),   1. select any connection line from the 

database; 
MIDLIST=[CHN|INL], 

DELTA=TOTAL-TIME*BPS,   2. How many more bits need to be 

transmitted; 
solution(MIDLIST,OUTL,DELTA,TIME,X,PR2,  

3. calculate the configuration of the rest of the system. 

TIME*BPS+X>=TOTAL,   calculate until we won't be able to transmit all  

      the bits in the necessary period of time. 

OUTPR=PR1+PR2,    compound the cost; 

SEND=TIME*BPS+X.    compound the amount of transmitted bits. 

Р=Р1*Р2     multiply the error possibility. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The proposed engineering practices provides an opportunity to perform a previous calculation of 

line transmission capacity during the transmission via computer networks lines, which can help perform 

primary network optimization and achieve more detailed calculations.  

Given practices take into account all the network-significant quality indicators, including economic 

and practical. A ratio for the full cost and line characteristics, which are linear, are presented. A formula of 

average delay for i–the line, which is defined by the time of waiting in queue, is introduced. Based on the 

average delay, a similar average value for the number of this package passing through some line during its 

transit movements. Transmission capacities, which minimize the delay time in case of permanent line cost 

and which are calculated by the method of Lagrange multipliers, are estimated. The transmission capacity of 

the line in relation to traffic transmission through і – the line in the saturation mode (net transmission 

capacity) is determined. A formula for the calculation of the effective transit delay value during transmission 

through the lines with determined transmission capacity is presented. 
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